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all
IS
strand includes
Image-b ased modell ing is aa technique
of photographs,l6
from aa series of
techniq ue to extract 3D
3D data from
photog rapbs
in]ug.-t ur.d modelling is
while image- based lighting calcula
based on a
process based
rendering
tes light values for
the renden
for the
ng process
on a
i-ug.-based llgitlng calculaies
*nii.
hotogra phed light domeY These
when complex
importance
increasing
hes gain increas
ing importa
approäches
These approac
nce
d"o-..it
when
light
fnotogrupt"d
of the real world are to be imp rted into the 3D space
prominently
most promm
of CGI,
CGI, most
space of
ently
structures of the real world are to beimported
so
in
the
constru
ction
characters'18
of
digital
ofdigital
charact
ers.
IS
construction
the
in
so
Paintin g refers to image generat ion and processing
as brushes
tools such as
emulatedd tools
with emulate
process ing with
painting
refers to i-ug."g.n"rution
b:ushes
and pens. It is used in CGl, for example
the
describe
which
maps,
exampl
texture
e
of
in
he
creatio
the
creation
n
of
texture
maps,
whlCh
m
Cät,?or
descnb
e the
u,rd p".rr. it is used
colotu·
ofobjects'
tion on the surface
surface of
objects.
distribution
colour distribu
. .
.
Model buildin g 19 is the domina nt practic e in CGI. It is a
exphot ly
ModelbuildinglgisthedominantpracticeinCGl.Itisarule-based,explicitlyformalized
system to generat e 3D objects and
The rules
ion . The.
rules apply
animations.
apply either
eIther mathematical or
or
system to generale 3D objects and animat
physica l princip les, or stem from
Examples of
reconstruction'
and
empiric
al observation
ob ervatlo n and
p'hyslcal pÄciples, or steÄ from empirical
of
such model- buildin g processes are
like birds
of al1lmal
animalss like
flocks
of
proced
animations
ural
animat
pio.edrr.al
ions
ur"
of
flocks
processes
of
model-building
such
and crowd animati on. 2o Further more, proced
the modelling
approaches
ural approa
hes include
include the
modelh ng
and crowd animation.20 Furthermore, procedural
of landsca pes and plants based on
example.the
for
geometry
fractal
algorith
from
ms
from
fractal
algorithms
on
geomet
based
ry
plants
for
the
of landscapes and
L-sy tems by the biologi st Aristid
of plant
formal grammar of
Aristid Linden
the formal.
mayer that apply the
Lin-denmayer
L-systemsiy the biologist
. th 21 And fil'al1y all the renderi ng algorith
light
of llght
interaction
calculate
ms that calcula
te the
the mteract
lOn of
glOW
. Rnd finally, itt ,tr. rendering algorithms
growth.rt
1
'ld' 22 B
h'
their
By
witl) objects to provide the
building'22
model
on
the
based
final
image
are
of
,..t"
a
final image o? 3D scene are based on mode bUl mg.
yt
irlth oby".ts to proviäe
very nature, models are simplifi
those details,
They
caUons of
complexx phenomena.
of comple
phenom ena.1?
simplificatiÄs
ey suppress those
,r.ry r-,u,,rr., ,,'od"l, are
wbjch are deemed unimpo rtant, or
the required
deliver
simply
or
that IInply dehver the
shärtcuts
work with shortcu
ts that
reqUlre
which are deemed unimpoitant,
results
aspects'
while
some
neglect
ing
neglecting
aspects.
results
.'
In fact, most CGI are hybrid compos
For example'
here' For
ites of
strategies
of the strategi
es differentiated here.
example,
In fact, most CGI u.! 1,fUria ämposites
animat ion can be based on motion
texture maps
the texture
while the
process -- whlle
recording
ng process
maps
animation can be based on motion capture -- a recordi
I(

,
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mightbe
be painted,
paint.ed: and
and all
all the
t?e rendering
rendering processes
processes belong
belong to
to the
the category
categoryof
ofmodel
modelbuilding.
building.
might
model
bmldmg
remams
at
the
core
of
CGI
and
especially
of
computer
simulation.
But
But model building remains at the core of CGI and especially of computer simulatioi.
this principle
principle that
that divides
divides CGI
CGI most
most fundamentally
fundamentally from
from other,
other, earlier
earlier forms
forms of
ItIt isis this
of
representation such
such as
as painting.
painting. While
While painting
painting emulates
emulates phenomena
phenomena and
and their
their perception
perception
representation
on observation,
observation, model
model building
building requires
requires an
an explicit
explicit understanding
understanding of
of the
the phyri.ui
physical
based on
wherein formalized
formalized knowledge
knowledge is
is required
reqUired in
in
However, there
there is
is aa small
small field
field wherein
principles. However,
pamtmg: the
the construction
construction ofthe
of the central
central perspective.
perspective. As
As II have
have analyzed
analyzed in
in aa text
text about
about
painting:
the depiction
depiction of
of cities
cities in
in film,
film, early
early bird's-eye
bird's-eye views
views -- like
like the
the famous
famous woodcut
woodcut view
view of
the
of
Venice (1500)
(lS?O) by
by facopo
Ja.copo .de'
Barbari and
and Anton
Anton Kolb
Kolb -- necessitated
necessitated aa deep
deep understanding
understanding
Venice
de' Barbari
of geometrical
geometncal relationships
relatlOnshlps because,
because, like
like maps,
maps, they
they depict
depict aa view
view that
that was
was not
not available
available tä
to
of
observers at
at the
the time.23
time.23
observers

As early
early as
a 1988,
1988, Vilöm
ViJem Flusser
Flusser wrote
wrote that
that CGI
CGI creates
c reates Vorbilder,
Vorbilder, aa German
German term
term meaning
meaning
ac

Computer Simulation
Simulation -- A
A Case
Case Stud
Study
Computer
v

'pre-images'

possible objects or events, like blueprints.

bolh 'räf.
'role models'
models' and
and 'pre-images' of
of po sible object or events, like blueprint.
frltfr
""ln
In ua close
clo e analysis
analy is of
of aa specific
specific computer
computer simulation,
simulatio.n, II will
will discuss
discuss some
orne exemplary
exemplary
The
Kennedy
Reporting
the
broadcastPeter
In
of
depiction.
lennings
form
this
of
aspects
of
this
form
of
depiction.
In
the
broadca
t
Peter
Reporting:
111e
zs'ects
"Nsassination
of the
the reconstruction
reconstructIon
Assassination -- Beyond
Beyond Conspiracy
Conspiracy (2003)
(2003) for
for ABC
ABC News,
News, aa portion
portlOn of

Dale K' Myers was shown'
Kennedy
the
illustrate
and
investigate
to
served
This computer
computer simulation
simulation served to investigate and illustrate the Kennedy assassination
assassination that
that
ftis
important
32
most
The
Plaza.3z
at
Dealey
Dallas,
in
took place
place on
on 22
22 November
November 1963
1963 in Dallas, at Dealey Plaza. The most important source
source
iook
for ft4y"te
Myers' reconstruction
reconstruction of
ofthe
the events
events at
at Dealey
Dealey P-laza
Plaza was
was the
the film
film shot
shot on
on regular
regular 8mm
Smm by
by
ior
filmi33
the'Zapruder
as
known
Zapruder,
Abraham
Zapruder,
known
as
the
'Zapruder
film:
33
Abraham

Secrets ofofaaHomicide:
Homicide: JFK
Assassination by journalist
journalistand
and 3D
3D artist
artist Dale K. Myers was shown.
IFK Assassinationby
irrrrrt

As is
is ,tr,rully
usually the
the case,
case, aa variety
variety of
of additional
additional sources
sources were
were applied,
applied, according
according to
to Dale
Dale
As
Myers:
K. MYers:

.•

According to Paul Humphreys, computer simulation
simulation is
is aa subset
subset of
of computational
computational science
science
According
of 'modeling,
'modeling, prediction,
prediction, design,
deSign, discovery,
discovery, and
and analysis
analysis of
of systemsl2a
systems.'24
to serve the purpose of
Most scholars define simulation's underlying
as a
a system
system that
that is
is mathematically
mathematically
underly.ing principle as
WIth another one.2s
one. As Gottfried
Gottfned Boehm
Boehm has
has suggested,
it
is
an
with
equivalent with
suggested, it is an analogy
analogy witü
illustrates
this
relationship
with
a
beam
balance,
httle
little or no
no similarity.26 Gottfried Boehm
Boehm illustrates this relationship with a beam balance,
where
where one puts an
an object -- for
for instance aa fruit
fruit like
like an
an apple
apple -- on
on one
one side,
side, and
and an
an often
often
weight
made
of
metalon
the
other
sideY
dissimilar, other object -- aa standardized
standardized weight made of metal - on the other side.27
Furthermore, computer simulations are
are most
most often
often dynamic
dynamic and
and time-based.
time-based. Therefore
Therefore
they depict their
their results
results in
in the
the form
form of
of computer
computer animations,
animations, which
which we
we can
can understand
understand
28
as
as rule-based imitations of processes from
from the
the real
real world.
world.2s In
In many
many respects,
respects, this
this use
use of
of
'simulation differs
the term 'simulation'
distinctively
from
Jean
Baudrillard's
conception
of
simulation's
differs distinctively from ]ean Baudrillard's conception of simulation's
deceptive
deceptive function
function in
in aa decadent postmodern
postmodern SOciety,
society, where
where itit denotes
denotes images
images without
without aa
the
kind
of
simulation
discussed
in
this
paper
is
defined
we
will
see,
referent.2e As we will see, the kind of simulation discussed in this paper is defined by
by an
an
exphCIt,
explicit, albeIt
albeit complex
complex relationship
relationship to
to the
the phenomena
phenomena of
of the
the real
real world.
world. The
The question
question of
of how
Low
computer-generated images
images refer
refer to
to and
and produce
produce knowledge
knowledge is
is of
of great
great concern
concern in
in aa period
period
of
proponents such
as
art
historian
Gottfried
Boehm
or
of the
the ICOlllC
iconic turn,
turn, called
called for
for by
byproponents
such as art historian Gottfried Boehm o, William
WilliuJ.J. Mitchel.l.
Mitchell. Both
Both Stephan
Stephan Hartmann
(2005) and
Hartmann (2005)
and Paul
Paul Humphreys
(2004) have
Humphreys (2004)
have investigated
investigated
the
simulation
in
natural
and
social
science,
where
the functions of
of computer simulation in natural and social science, where they
they serve
,"rrrJ as
u, au
heunstlC
tool
to
develop
hypotheses,
models
and
theories'
or
'support
experiments'.
3o
The
heuristic tool to develop hypotheses, models and theories' or'support experimentsl3o The
computer
computer simulations
simulations discussed
discussed here
here have
have aa similar
similar function,
function, but
but do
do not
not apply
apply in
in such
such aa
profound way t?
Rather
to general theories
theories as
as formulated
formulated in
in natural
natural or
or social
social science.
scietrce. iather they
they
picture
would
picture certall1
certain sltuatlOns,
situations, processes
processes or
or events.
events. Familiar
Familiar examples
examples would be
be 3D
3D visualizations
visualizations
of
of architecture, which
which allow
allow planners
planners to
to explore
explore or
or show
show buildings
buildings while
while they
they are
are not
not yet
yet
crime
scenes,
which
serve
as
forensic
evidence
bUilt,
built, or
or computer
computer reconstructions
reconstructions of
of crime scenes, which serve as forensic evidence in
in
the courtroom.
the
courtroom. Mark
Mark J.|. P.P.Wolf
Wolf has
has described
described such
'subjunctive
such computer
computer simulations
simulations as
as 'subjunctive
documentaries'
31
documentaries' because
'what could
because they
they represent
represent 'what
could be,
be, would
would be
beor
or might
might have
have been'.
beeni3r
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prepared by
A survey map of
of Dealey Plaza, prepared
by Drommer
Drommer &
& Associates
Associates for
for the
the House
House Select
Select
plazain
of
the
layout
plot
the
to
Committee
on Assassinations
Assassinations in
in 1978,
1978, was
was used
used to plot the layout of the plaza in 3D
3D space.
space.
Committee on
.• Blueprints of
of the Texas
Texas School
School Book
Book Depository,
Depository, prepared
prepared by
by Burson,
Burson, Hendricks
Hendricks &
&
Walli
Walls for the Dallas
Dallas County
County Depository
Depository restoration
restoration project
project in
in 1978,
1978, were
were the
the basis
basis for
for

the 3D model of
of the infamous
infamous warehouse.
warehouse.
1961 Lincoln
of
draft
body
The original
original body
of the
the modified
modified 1961
Lincoln convertible,
convertible, prepared
prepared by
by The
The Hess
Hess
limousine.
presidential
the
modelling
in
a
guide
as
served
Eisenhardt Company,
& Eisenhardt
as a guide in modelling the presidential limousine.
during
Myers during
by Myers
gathered by
measurements gathered
and measurements
photographs and
personal photographs
than 500 personal
More than
•. More
of
placement
and
construction
in the
the construction and placement of
utilized in
were utilized
Texas were
Dallas, Texas
to Dallas,
trips to
multiple trips
Buildings'
Dal-Tex
and Dal-Tex Buildings.
Court and
Criminal Court
records, Criminal
the records,
including the
structures, including
fixed structures,
all fixed
all
matched
the model
model matched
that the
ensure that
to ensure
in order
order to
studied in
photographs were studied
Contemporary photographs
Contemporary

.•

1963.
circa 1963.
PIaza circa
Dealey Plaza
took
and took
blueprints and
on blueprints
based on
was based
Depository was
Book Depository
Texas School
School Book
the Texas
model of the
The model
The
film
news
TV
local
and
photographs
Lab
Crime
Police
create. Dallas Police Crime Lab photographs and local TV news film
to create.
months to
three months
floor.
sixth
Depository's
on the
the Depository's sixth floor.
5000 boxes on
over 5000
position over
to position
used to
were used
were
l-incoln convertible.
convertible.
1961 Lincoln
of aa 1961
model of
digitized model
as aa digitized
began as
li.no,rsine began
presid..riiul limousine
The presidential
•. The
the
of the
dimensions
the dimensions of
match the
to match
modified to
then modified
was then
model was
computer model
iesulting computer
The resulting
The
Details
Eisenhardt. Details
and Eisenhardt.
Hess and
by Hess
provided by
draft, provided
body draft,
original body
limousine's original
presidential limousine's
presidential
Dallas
1963
the
during
taken
photographs
of
multitude
a
on
based
created based on a multitude of photographs taken during the 1963 Dallas
were created
were
in
as
depicted
arrangement
seating
paid
to
the
was
attention was paid to the seating arrangement as depicted in
Particular attention
motorcade. Particular
motorcade.
night
the
garage
House
White
in
the
FBI
and
Service and FBI in the White House garage the night
the Secret
Secret Service
by the
taken by
photographs taken
photographs

•.

1963.
November 1963.
of 22 November
of22
of President
President
busts of
clay busts
life-size clay
create life-size
to create
commissioned to
was commissioned
Mark Stuckey
Stuckey was
Sculptor Mark
•. Sculptor
were
plaster
castings were
and plaster castings
moulds and
Rubber moulds
Connally. Rubber
B. Connally.
Governor John
and Governor
Kennedy and
Kennedy
fohn B.
sculPtures.
these sculptures.
from these
created from
created
the
recreating the
process of
of recreating
the process
completed, the
was completed,
Plaza was
Dealey Plaza
of Dealey
.• Once
model
virtual model of
the virtual
Once the
on
the
based
began,
its
occupants
and
limousine
presidential
of the
the presidential limousine and its occupants began, based on the
motion of
path and
and motion
path
34
event'34
the
during
recorded during the event.
evidence recorded
andother
otherevidence
film and
Zapruder film
Zapruder
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Allthis
thisinformation
informationand
andsource
sourcematerial
materialwas
was analyzedand
analyzed andselected
selectedtotoreconstruct
reconstructthe
theincident
i 'd
All
llsing thesoftware LightWave
LightWave3D
3Dwithmodelling,
with modelling,texturing,
texturing,animation,lighting
animation, lightingand.enderinl'
and
usingthe
TIlerendering process
process allows
allows the
the selective
selective use
use of
ofdetails
details and
andthe
the omissiän
omission oiparts
of parts of
of the g.
The
*," :fi
geometry.
Finally
a
commentary
wa
added
with
an
affirmative
tone
supplied
byexpre
. 3D
geometry' Finally a commentary was added with an affirmative tone suppliedby expression5
such as
as 'exactly
'exactlythe
theway
waythey
theywere'
were' or
or 'an
'an accurate
accurate representation
representation of
ofexactiy
exactlywhui
whathupp.n.a:'"
such

veryinteresting
interestingtotocompare
comparethis
thiscomputer
computersimulation
simulationlo
to lheZapttder
the Zapruderfilm'
film. Abraham
Abraham
ItItisisvery
universal
almost
are
which
features
of
aesthetic
a
set
manifeits
film
short
^-,,;*f, hort film manifests a et of aesthetic features which are almost universal inin
-Zapruder'
Ihis kind ofldocurn.ntation
of documentation captured
capturedby
byaa casual
casualbystander.
bystander. ItIt consists
consists of
of486
486 frames35
frames 35that
that
:j:'t';;
18.3 FPS;
rate
of
frame
original
the
at
seconds,
26.56
of
take
uninterrupted
one
in
one
uninterrupted
take
of
26.56
seconds,
at
the
original
frame
rate
of
18.3
FPS;
unfold
in
Hfdd
or, in o,fr.t
other words,
words, itit captures
captuJ'es the
the event
event as
as aaplan-söqLtence
plan-sequence or
or aa long
long take
take which,
which, as
as Andrö
Andre
l"'in
(1950),36
enhances
Cinema'
of
Language
J3azin urg""a
argued in
in his essay'The
essay 'TIle Evolution
Evolution of
ofthe
the Language of Cinema' (1950),36 enhances
l;in
the impre sion of
of reality.
reality. Furthermore
Furthermore,, Zapruder
Zap ruder worked
worked with
with aa handheld
handheld camera,
camera, thus
thus
iölrpäst"n
and thebystander
the
of
excitement
the
both
images
shaky
In
these
images.
shaky
producing haky images. In the. e shaky images both the excitement of the bystander and the
tfä-U"ai'
"."ao.ing
.u-.ru .o'nn".tion
close body-camera
connection are
are present.
pre enl. They
They produce
produce aa lively,
lively, anthropomorphic
anthropomorphic view
view of
of
the .u""tt,
events, thus
thus indicating
indicating the
the presence
presence of
ofan
an actual
actual witness.
witness. Many
Many images
images are
are blurred:
blurred: an
an
ä".
effect .n6u".ed
enhanced by
by the
the lo*-rerolution
low-resolution of
ofthe
the regular
regular 8mm
8mm stock.
stock. In
In fact,
fact, itit is
is often
often difficult
difficult
.?..,
in
blurriness,
The
camera'
of
the
front
in
happening
really
was
what
clearly
to
discern
clearly
what
was
really
happening
in
front
of
the
camera.
The
blurriness,
in
dtr..rtr
,o
is
often
which
sensational
of
the
an
aesthetics
to
add
resolution,
low
the
with
conjunction
with
the
low
re
olution,
add
to
an
aesthetics
of
the
sensational
which
is
often
c"onlunctlon
also fo.r"a
found in
in paparazzi footage.3T
footage. 37 Finally,
Finally, important
important and
and critical
critical events
events occur
occur behind
behind aa
*o
traffic rig"
sign or
or fähag"
foliage or
or between
between individual
individual frames,
frames, for
for example
example between
between frame223
frame 223 and224
and 224
i.um.
jacket
pops
Connally's
Governor
broadcast
in
the
explains
where --as
- as Myers
Myers explains in the broadcast - Governor Connally's jacket pops open'
open. In
In sum,
sum,
where
only
not
evidence
of
source
principle
as
a
used
has
been
the'Zapruier
although the
Zapruder film
film has been used as a principle source of evidence not only for
for the
the
althougfr
put under scrutiny
scrutiny here,
here, but
but for
for the
the whole
whole process
process of
of investigation,
investigation, it
it
computer simulation
simulation put
.o-p,it"r.
factwhich
is even
even more
more relevant
relevant given
given the
the
actually hides and omits crucial information,
information, a
a fact
which is
uo"äfty
shot without
absence
of acoustic
acoustic information in
in this
this film
film shot
without sound'
sound.
absence of

Figures
the
Figures 1-3:
l-3:Stills
Stillsfrom
fromthe
thecomputer
computer simulation
simulation of
of the
Kennedyassassination.
Kennedy assassination.
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film.
Zapruder film.
fromthe
theZapruder
Frame223
Figure 4:4:Frame
Figure
223 from
145
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cO.ntra.st to
to the
the Zapruder
Zapruder film,
film, one
one of
ofthe
the most
most remarkable
remarkable properties
properties of
ofthe
the computer
computer
. In
In contrast
IS
the
great
flexibility
with
respect
to
the
space-time
coordinates
of
the event
event
simulation is the great flexibility with respect to the space-time coordinates of the
depICted:The
Thevirtual camera defies all
allthe
the constraints
constraintsof
ofaaphysical
physicalcamera,
camera,and
and offers
offersmultiple
multiple
depicted.
perspectIves. AA similar
SImIlar flexibility
flexIbIlIty isIS also
also at
at work
work in
in the
the very
very selective
selective use
use of
ofdetails
details and
and thelr
th .
perspectives.
.I
elr
partla omission
omission in
in the
the rendering
rendering process:
process: for
for instance
instance the
the car
car in
in the
the computer
computer simulation,
simulation
partial
which isis only
only indicated
indicated as
as aa wire
wire frame,
frame, and
and the
the addition
addition of
ofargumentative
argumentative relationships
relationships like
which
ofthe
the bullet.
bullet.
the arrow
arrow which
which shows
shows the
the trajectory
trajectory of
the
Photorealism would
would be
be an
an option
option in
in principle,
principle, but
but while
while Myers
Myers claims
claims his
his animation
animation to
to
Photorealism
-like
most
computer
simulations
with
a
rather
crude
be
'hauntingly
realistic',38
it
operates
be'hauntingly realisticl3s it operates - like most computer simulations - with a rather crude
style of
of visualization.
visualization. It
It also
also avoids
avoids integrating
integrating analogue
analogue artefacts
artefacts like
like grain,
grain, depth
depth of
of field
field
style
or motion
motion blur,
blur, which
which are
are an
an important
important part
part of
ofphotorealism.3e
photorealism. 39 The
The surface
surface structures
structures of
of the
the
or
Or
objects, the
the buildings
buildings and
and the
the landscape
landscape are
are greatly
greatly simplified.
simplified. In
In sum,
sum, itit aims
aims to
to aa greater
greater or
objects,
lesser degree
degree at abstraction, and
and itit exposes
exposes the
the origin
origin of
of the
the images
images from
from the
the computer
computer _ na
lesser
fact that
that has
has to
to be
be considered
considered later.
later.
fact
of the construction
con.struction process
process of
of computer
computer simulation
simulation is
is an
an interplay
interplay of
of analysis
analysis
At the core of
synthesIs. It
It thus mirrors
mIrrors on aa macro-level what
what has
has been
been described
described as
as aa characteristic
characteristic
and synthesis.
micro-level of
of each
each pixel.
pixel. As
As 'has
been shown,
shown, aa vast
vast amount
amount of
of
of digital images on the micro-level
has been
sources -- photographs,
photographs, maps,
maps, blueprints,
blueprints, films,
films, etc.
etc. -- has
has to
to be
be
information from different sources
considered and evaluated
evaluated before the
the reconstruction
reconstruction ofthe
of the dispersed
dispersed data
data can
can be
be carried
carried out.
considered
out.
According to
Nelson
Goodman
(1978)
these
complementary
strategies
form
to
(I978) these complementary strategies form part
part of
of our
our
everyday cognitive activity
activity in
in constructing
constructing our
our understanding
understanding of
of the
the world:
world:

election results
results in
in aamore
moreor
orless
lessobvious
obviouslevel
level of
ofabstraction,
abstraction, which
which appears
appears to
to be
be cleansed
cleansed
the
for
concept
key
The
accomplished.
be
task
to
for
the
discussion
of anylhing
notnecessary
necessary for the ta k to be accomplished. The key concept for the discussion
anythingnot
of the t"r;.
range between
between abstraction
abstraction and
and aa fully
fuJly photo-real
photo-real depiction
depiction is
is resemblance.
resemblance. While
While
;;;;
for
useful
it
remains
representation,
of
in
the
theory
concept
aa controversial
is
'resemblance'
is
controver
ial
concept
in
the
theory
of
representation,
it
remains
useful
for
i.äfrfu..E
the
concept
questioned
who
Goodman,
Nelson
As
simulation.
of
computer
tJle
discu
ion
of
computer
simulation.
A
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of the
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compari
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and physical
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of distributed references - like the maps, photographs, blueprints, films and other sources
of
distributed references -like the maps, photographs, blueprints, films and other sources inin
thecase
case of the Dealey Plaza simulation. Regardless of whether the resemblance is weak
the
of the Dealey Plaza simulation. Regardless of whether the resemblance is weak Or
or
strong' then, the relationship between the objects and their representation is highly mediated.
strong, then, the relationship between the objects and their representation is highly mediated.
ranges from a mediated iconicity in the case where we recognizethe objects, to'a symbolic
ItIt ranges
from a mediated iconicity in the case where we recognize the objects, to a symbolic
relationship in the case of pure abstraction. Thus computer simulation is very autonomous
relationship in the case of pure abstraction. Thus computer simulation is very autonomous
vis-ä-vis the depicted world. It is marked by an obvious loss of details; it is one could say
vis-a.-vis
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the real
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texts.
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But while paintings are highly subjective interpretations of actual or imagined phenomena,
But while paintings are highly subjective interpretations of actual or imagined phenomena,
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In other
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